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Bowling Green, Ohio

Judge indicts man
in assassination
attempt on Clinton

Rally on!

'ESS

APPholo/ChriiPlntllo

University of California at Los Angeles student Grace Lee marches with fellow students through the Westwood section of Los
Angeles Thursday during a rally to oppose Proposition 187, the

passed ballot measure which would deny a variety of social services to Immigrants, Including education.

Republicans
foresee new
relationship
with Clinton

Community, cable company
consider Spanish channel

By Thomas J. Sheeran
The Associated Press

In an effort to bring their culture to cable televison, the members of the University Hispanic
community are demanding Wood
County Cable provide Spanish
programming.
Dave Garcia, University admissions counselor, said Wood
County Cable has a moral obligation to add the Spanish cable
channel Univision to its selection.
"We've been trying for years to
get Univision. We've been constantly hearing excuses," Garcia
said. "When you are a business
and the only business in the area,
you have an obligation to meet
everyone's needs."
Wood County Cable is currently considering adding channels to
expand its selection. Larry Miller, general manager of Wood

AKRON
- President Clinton has a chance to develop a
working relationship with new
Republican majorities in the
Senate and House, U.S. Sen.-elect
Mike DeWine
said Thursday.
DeWine, in a
speech to 500
people at the
Akron Roundtable and in an
earlier news
conference,
suggested that
the free trade
DeWine
agreement,
prayer In schools and welfare reform will test the new Washington power structure.
"I think the president has the
opportunity to move toward the
center and become the new Democrat he told us he was when he
ran for president two years ago,"
DeWine said. "Republicans in the
Senate are going to be trying to
put their agenda together and the
president's going to be reacting
to that."
The Republican lieutenant
governor said he has not decided
which committee assignment he
will seek when he goes to the
Senate in January. He said he
See REPUBLICANS, page three.

By Jay Young
The BC News

County Cable, said a final decision has not been made.
"We don't know at this particular time," Miller said. "We are in
the process of looking at
different channels."
Miller said community interest, cost of programming and the
value of the channel toward the
overall service is considered.
"I think it is a safe assumption
that 95 percent of our subscribers wouldn't be able to understand [Vision] if we put it on,"
Miller said. "It certainly
wouldn't have mass appeal, [but]
that doesn't mean the other five
percent aren't important to us. If
we didn't recognize the moral
obligation here, we would have
said 'no' to this channel a long
time ago."
Garcia said the Spanish-speaking population in Wood County
should not be a factor. He said
those who don't speak Spanish

have other options.
"If they don't understand Span-

Cable Spanish
channel discussed

4
4

Members of the
University Hispanic
community want to
have Univision.
Wood County Cable is
considering adding
channels to expand
programming for
viewers.
i If the channel is not
added, Hispanic
residents could drop
their subscriptions to the
cable company.

WASHINGTON -- The Colorado man accused of an assaultrifle attack on the White House
last month was indicted Thursday on a new charge of trying to
assassinate
President Clinton. Francisco
Martin Duran,
who pleaded
innocent, could
face up to life
in prison if
convicted.
U.S. Attorney
Eric Holder
said prosecutors plan to prove that Duran
intended to kill the president
when he allegedly fired about 29
rounds from a semiautomatic rifle at the White House from a
public sidewalk.
Clinton was in the White House
at the time of the Oct. 29 attack.
The mansion was struck by
several gunshots, but nobody was
hurt.
Duran did not speak during his
arraignment before U.S. District
Judge Charles R Richey. Public
defender Leigh A. Kenny entered
the plea on his behalf.
Prosecutors filed court papers
asking Duran's lawyers to disclose whether they plan to assert
an insanity defense. Richey gave
Duran's lawyers until Monday to
reply.
The judge did not immediately
rule on a request by The Washington Post, The New York Times
and NBC television that he
release a letter written by Duran
that was the basis for a government-requested competency examination of the defendant. A
psychiatrist found that he was
able to understand the charges
against him.
Public defender AJ. Kramer
told Richey the letter should not
be released, at least for now, because it could cause prejudice
against Duran.
"This letter says nothing about
the president.... It has nothing to
say about any harm intended to
the president," Kramer said.

Two arrests have been made in connection with
the Oct. 1 assault of a University student outside
the Offenhauer residence halls.
Mark S. Miliken, 18, of Toledo was arrested
Monday and Jerimiah J. Reymann, 20, of Toledo
was arrested Tuesday in connection with the assault. Both men were charged with aggravated

STATE
A school bus crashed outside
of Columbus, injuring severa^
students on board.
«- Page 6.

A.J. Kramer
public defender

ence. People have a "civic and
moral duty" to come forward
with such information, he said.
Clinton was in the mansion's
family quarters watching football on TV when a man raked the
White House with a semiautomatic rifle. Some of the shots hit pillars and walls and shattered a
window to the press room in the
West Wing of the executive mansion.
Holder said evidence against
Duran includes statements he
made to people in Colorado before the shooting, observations
by people in Washington and materials recovered in searches.
"We're quite confident that the
information we are going to put
before the jury will convince
them that he was attempting to
assassinate the president," Holder said.

A look at statistics that shape ihe University.

©

Number of Balls and Pucks
Jsed by Falcon Sports
Hockey Team

90 Pucks

See UNIVISION, page four.

CAMPUS
University student Jenece
Gerber won a state award for
composing music.
*r Page 4.
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Baseball Team

60 Baseballs
Football Team

from a University student while he was walking on
the south side of the Offenhauer residence halls on
Oct. 1.

The student reported the incident to campus
police on Oct. 3 and stated that one of the men had
a gun and the other had a knife. The incident was
the second on-campus assault of the semester.
Barbara Waddell, University public information
officer of public safety, said campus police had
been investigating the case over the last several
robbery.
weeks and had been following up on the leads they
The two men allegedly assaulted and stole $30 had.

INSIDE

"This letter says
nothing about the
president.... It has
nothing to say about
any harm intended to
the president."

BY THE NUMBERS

Assault suspects face charges
ByJImVlckers
The BG News

Duran, 26, of Colorado Springs,
was arrested on the Pennsylvania
Avenue sidewalk after he was
tacked by two bystanders.
An 11-count federal grand jury
indictment also charged Duran
with assault on Secret Service
agents, destruction of federal
property, weapons possession by
a convicted felon, use of a gun
during a crime and interstate
transportation of a firearm.
Holder chastised unidentified
people, including some at the
scene of the shooting, who he
said knew of Duran's intentions
but did not tell authorities.
"Certain people did have information, did have contact with
Mr. Duran," but failed to relay
information that gave them "a
basis to believe he was going to
do what exactly did occur,"
Holder said at a news confer-

By Laurie Asseo
The Associated Press

25 Footballs
Womens Basket

15 Basketball
Mens Basketball

14Basketbi
Source: Sports Information

SPORTS
Junior defensive specialist
Marlene Metti is a big reason
why the volleyball team is in its
sixth straight MAC Tournament.
w Page 8.

Thf BG New&rJim Mcricsko

WEATHER
Cloudy in the morning turning
sunny during the afternoon. High
near 60 with southwest winds 1015 m.p.h.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
he big news on campus is that the establishment, a.k.a "The Man," is offering $250 for
information leading to the apprehension of the mad
drano bomber(s).
So who's going to sell out their friends for $250?
Hey, for $250 you can buy your friends back at the
bar. Then you'll have to become part of the University witness protection program. You'll relocate to another residence hall, get a new i.d. and a new POO
number.
But don't worry, the Bursar's Office will still be
able to find you.

tffrtfAn.

I

***
The real interview with a vampire is over at the
Northeast Commons. Those bloodsuckers from the
Red Cross will be on campus today for the last day of
its blood drive. And just remember, if you give blood
it's a cheap buzz later on in the evening at the bars.
***
E.A.R. Central noticed a used, bright yellow condom on the sidewalk by Thurstin Avenue. We want to
know where these people were engaging in intimate
activities that would allow the condom to end up on
the sidewalk. Someone's maturity level needs to rise
a bit. Take it inside, folks!
***
The Browns are now 8-2, and when Clevelanders
hear the word "postseason," they foam at the mouth
like Pavlov's dogs.
***
Beam me up, Scotti. Uh, I mean Worf. The new
Trek movie,General ions, is set to open today and is a
mix of the old and new crews. The best rumor is that
someone is going to put Captain Kirk out of his
misery. Check out this week's Weekend Reality for
more info.
***
We finally get to go home and get some real home
cookin*. No cafeteria food for at least a couple of
days. Isn't it funny that all holidays encourage us to
pig out? Oink! Oink!
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T-day paradox is fairly crappy
"Thanksgiving is here!" America cries.
"You're welcome," say the Indians.
Thanksgiving is kind of a
trade-off. On one hand, it's a
chance to eat some damn good
turkey, the Lions are on T.V. and
my relatives drink good beer. On
the other hand, the reason I'm
feasting is because we killed a lot
of Native Americans and took
their land.
Sort of an interesting paradox.
I've always viewed Turkey
Day as kind of a bittersweet experience. It's kinda like sitting
down for a nice Thanksgiving
meal only to find out that just
hours before, your grandparents
"carved the turkey" on the very
same table.
Anyway, this time of year
makes me feel pretty guilty for
being a skinny white kid. Especially after watching P.B.S. for
the past week and a half.
Let's admit it, if Indian screwing was a jack-o-lantern, America would be the Great Pumpkin.
Okay, bad analogy, but you get
the picture.
Unfortunately, some people
still have trouble accepting what
we did was wrong.
For instance, I was in a class
last year witn someone who proclaimed that the Indians should
just stop whining about their situation. Only after much prodding
did he reluctantly admit that
what we did was "kinda crappy."
Kinda crappy!?! I don't know
what crappy scale this guy was
operating on, but it wasn't mine.

Joe

my walk to manhood.
In fact, I bet Jim is still calling
big-stakes bingo on an Oklahoma
reservation as we speak.
"Chief MoJo says we're playing four corners, so get ready,
girls."
"This bingo caller is so hot,"
my Catholic grandmother would
comment.
(Note: I'm Catholic and I'm
also just kidding. So save your
letters.)

And anyone who has seen
"Young Guns" knows that they
discovered peyote. This allowed
me to discover how to talk to
Campus lighting is kinda cra- monkeys and make love to colors.
ppy. Drowning your kids is fairly
crappy. My sex life is really craAfter peyote, I understand why
ppy. But genocide is real, real the Indians never wanted to hurt
crappy.
anyone.
There are some that say the
I also understand why they
Indians deserved it. I mean, after make such beautiful tapestries.
all, anyone who trades their gold
No matter.
for trinkets has got to be pretty
stupid.
Seriously though, if it weren't
Of course, these are the same for Native Americans all of our
people who made parachute relatives would be wolf food.
pants and fat, neon shoelaces
So this left me in a professional
such a money maker.
dilemma. I must compensate for
all of our wrongdoing, l must
Anyway, I think Native Ameri- solve the Indian problem.
cans need more respect. After
all, they have made some very
I journeyed off to the throne of
significant contributions to my knowledge, located in West Hall,
life. At least I think they're sig- second floor, first stall, and
nificant.
waited for ideas to come.
For example, anyone who has
With a splash, my brain was
seen the movie "The Doors" off.
knows that Indians are always
Why don't we name profeshanging out with Jim Morrison.
And because of Morrison's mu- sional sports teams after them? I
sic, I was able to woo my high thought.
school girlfriend to help me on
Nah, we tried that, and they

Peiffer

didn't seem to like that too much,
my mind said.
And hey, I respect their wishes. That's why I named my flag
football team "The No-Dancing
White Kids."
Ideas danced like drumsticks
in my head.
My heart then suggested giving them Oklahoma, but my brain
knew we'd tried that, too.
How's about giving them
Texas, my sensitive side thought.
"Are you kidding," my hardened-jerk side said. "You think
border patrol has a hard time
keeping illegal aliens out. Man o'
man, those Indians are the worst
at enforcing immigration laws."
Whoops, sometimes that cynical side just slips right out.
Sometimes I think I should just
take Mrs. Cobain's advice before
I get into real trouble.
"Johnny," she told Kurt's little
brother. "Just because Kurt is
always shooting his mouth off
doesn't mean you have to."
There I go again.
Anyway, I was just about fresh
out of ideas and toilet paper when
it came to me.
Invade Canada.
Wait a minute - if we kick out
all the Canadian folks to move
our Indians in, then won't we just
be creating a new problem?
I'll worry about that after the
Lions game.
Joe Peiffer is the City Editor
and Friday columnist for The
News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Olscamp asks for
student cooperation
Of late, I am sure you have
been reading about concerns of
the accessibility of computing
services to students, faculty and
staff on the campus.
There are very real problems
and they particularly impact the
student body. In a way, we are
the victims of our success, and of
an explosive surge in computing
technology throughout the country and the world.
In 1982, we had 302 noninteractive computers on this
campus. We still used punch card
machines. Now there are more
than 4,900 personal computers on
the campus and a wide range of
powerful mainframe machines,
as well as a hook-up with the Ohio
Super Computer.
However, at the same time, we
have been advancing into the
modem computing age at what
most would acknowledge to be a
very rapid rate, and technology
has raced even further ahead of
our financial ability to keep up
with It.
Personal computers which only
four years ago were thought to be
state-of-the-art are now considered to be obsolete. Access to
the InterNet, which became
available at the University with

the introduction of BGNet, has
created a very large demand
which at this time we cannot fully meet. There are just too many
times when all of the available
computers labs on campus are
being used.
The University is well aware of
the problem, which is not unique
in any respect to this campus.
Recent issues of the "Chronicle
for Higher Education," the major
source of news for the higher education community, indicate that
universities across the country
are facing exactly the same problem. Nonetheless, it is a set of
problems that must be faced.
We need to find a way to open a
significant number of smaller
labs, or else one or two larger
labs with at least 50 systems in
the very near future. We are exploring possibilities concerning
space and resources and will do
our best.
We are also aware that staff in
the computer labs, particularly
student staff, are Increasingly
overwhelmed with students
needing help.
Student and staff hours will be
increased by about 10 percent
which will result in at least a
small increase in staffing levels
in the computer labs.
Computer Services is also
examining the possibility of extending the hours that the labs
are open, at least in some cases.
Computer Services has also re-

■H

cently added a second Sun
System to BGNet, effectively
doubting its capacity. This has
resulted in a significant system
performance enhancement, and
we are currently in the process
of ordering a third Sun System.
We are aware that most labs
have some different types of
computers which were purchased at different times. This
lack of consistency does make it
more difficult to maintain the
labs as well as cause software
problems because some newer
software will not run on some of
the older systems.
Furthermore, we are aware
that since most of the older computer labs were provided with
furniture from other areas that
had been previously used, it is
not in very good shape. We had to
make a decision as to whether to
spend our resources on computers or furniture, and we chose
the former.
In short, the University is well
aware of the pressing needs for
additional new computer terminals, wider access to BGNet and
this to the InterNet, renovation
of the computer labs, lab furnishing and increases in student staff
assistance.
We are working on all of these
problems, but we ask your patience because as you know, $13
million was cut out of the Uni-

versity's operating budget by the
State of Ohio in the last three and
one-half years.
We simply do not have the cash
to solve all of the problems immediately. In the meantime, you
as a student may help by using
your personal computer only for
academic reasons.
A lot of the time BGNet is being consumed by people using
the InterNet for personal communications and for entertainment purposes, and every time
you are on-line for these reasons,
somebody else is waiting who
needs academic help. Your cooperation is appreciated.
As the University makes progress toward new computing horizons, we will keep the campus
community informed.
Thank you for understanding.
Paul Olscamp
University President

CORRECTION
The Information for
Wednesday's graph was obtained by the individual colleges, not by the office of
Registration and Records.
Also, Firelands College and
Pre-Major Advising were
not included in the graph.
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Remember:
Drinking +
Driving =
Death

19

9

4

rhat beast's a beauty!

REPUBLICANS
should know his preferences by
next month, after the Incoming
GOP majority decides how many
seats will be available on each
committee.
DeWlne defeated Democrat
Joel Hyatt, the son-in-law of retiring incumbent Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum, in the Nov. 9 election.
The Clinton administration is
seeking congressional ratification of the 123-nation accord
reached under the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
DeWine said he supports GATT.
"A United States senator from
Ohio has to understand that this
is a major trading state," DeWine
said.
DeWine noted that the current.
Democrat-controlled Senate can
approve the treaty before the
Republicans take control Jan. 4.
Some Republicans have suggested delaying ratification until
next year to give them a stronger
hand in making changes in the
treaty.
On the school prayer issue,
DeWine repeated his longstanding support for prayer in public
schools as long as it is voluntary
and not directed by the state,
teachers or administrators.
DeWine also said the federal
government should provide the
funding but give states a free
hand in determining how to run
welfare systems.
"Every time we try to do something that's bold and imaginative
and innovative and might even
work, we deal with some federal
bureaucrat in Washington D.C.
who comes up with 25 different
reasons why we can't do it," he
said.
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Don Watts, left, and his wife Susan, work on the beast's head for the "Beauty and the Beast" float at
The Parade Company, coordinators for the 68th annual Michigan Thanksgiving Day Parade In Detroit.

ACROSS
THE STATE
New NAACP president
chosen
CINCINNATI - A retired University of Cincinnati official has
been elected president of the
area branch of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People.
Milton Hinton, 67, will succeed
Frank Allison, the chapter president since 1989. Allison did not
seek re-election.
Hinton won the post Wednesday in a 330-135 vote over Dorothy Cole man, a high school gui-

EXTRA!
EXTRA.!
40 years ago

dance counselor.
He formerly was vice provost
for minority affairs and chairman of the Early Childhood and
Special Education Department at
the university. He retired in 1991.
Hinton was president of the
NAACP's Glassboro, N.J., chapter for eight years during the
1960s and led the fight to integrate schools and restaurants in
Gloucester County.
"The most pressing, immediate
issue is to let the entire community know we are indeed watchdogs

In The News
The Interfraternity Council approved
its finalized Rushing rules which
freshmen and fraternity members
needed to be aware of.
Rules included not entering residence
halls for Rush purposes and only
having parties until 12:30 a.m.

"NAFTA is but another nail in the coffin
of American workers abandoned by
outdated trade policies."
-Marcy Kaptur, U.S. representative

Top Albums

Top Singles

Weekly charts for
the nation's bestselling albums as they
appear in next week's
issue of BUI board
magazine. Reprinted
with permission.

Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
singles as they appear in
next week's issue of
Billboard magazine
Reprinted with
permission. Platinum
signifies more than 1
million copies sold.

1. Hell Freezes Over,
The Eagles (Geffen)
2. MTV Unplugged in
New York, Nirvana
(DGC)
3. II.BoyzIIMen

jfef^iL ^fe

„,

THEY
SAID IT

(Motown)
4. No Quarter:
Unledded, Jimmy
Page & Robert Plant
(Atlantic)
5. "Murder Was the
Case," Soundtrack
(Death RowInterscope)
6. Smash, Offspring
(Epitaph)
7. Fields of Gold: Best
of Sting 1984-1994,
Sting (A&M)
8. Big Ones, Aerosmith
(Geffen)
9. Best of Sade.Sade
(Epic)
10. Wlldflowers, Tom
Petty (Warner Bros.)

1. I'll Make Love to You,
Boyz II Men (Motown)
Platinum
2. Here Comes the
Hot stepper, Ini Kamoze
(Columbia)
3* OB Bended Knee,
Boyz n Men (Motown)
4. Another Night, Real
McCoy (Arista)
5. Always, Bon Jovi
(Mercury)
6. Secret, Madonna
(Maverick)
7. All I Wanna Do,
SherylCrow(A4M)
8.1 Wann Be Down,
Brandy (Atlantic) Gold
9. Never lie, Immature
(MCA) Gold
10. You want tbie 70's
Love Groove, Janet
Jackson (Virgin)

over every endeavor that affects
the black community," Hinton
said. "Some parts of the overall
community believe they can act
with impunity."

Man charged in abusing
toddler

HAMILTON, Ohio -- The father
of a toddler who died this week
was arrested Thursday and
charged with sexually abusing
the boy.
The boy's mother on Monday
was charged with involuntary
manslaughter and endangering
children in his death.
Delia Sprague told investigators she had struck
22-month-old Christopher in the
back with her fist several times
to try to stop his coughing.
His father, Mark Sprague, 30,
of Hamilton, was charged with
two counts of rape and one count
of felonious sexual penetration,
Butler County Sheriff Harold
Don Gabbard said.

Man dies in plane crash

BROADVIEW HEIGHTS - A
single-engine plane caught fire
and crashed Thursday in a
wooded ravine near a suburban
Cleveland office complex, killing
the pilot.
Authorities were trying to identify the victim with dental records.
State Highway Patrol dispatcher Karen Keifer said a flight
plan had been filed for Cleveland
Hopkins International Airport to
Salem, 60 miles to the southeast
near Youngstown.
"In the last (radio) traffic they
had from him, he advised there
was a fire," she said. "That was
the last they heard from him."
Witnesses said the plane circled the area moments before the
crash. Flames were visible from
the underside of the plane.
Ms. Keifer said investigators
were not sure what caused the
fire. The plane apparently had
been airborne only a few
minutes, she said.

The crash happened about
10:30 a.m. near Ohio 82 and Interstate 77, about 20 miles south of
Cleveland.

Ex-Mayor goes to jail

LISBON, Ohio - The former
mayor of Washington ville has
surrendered to Columbiana
County authorities to begin serving the rest of his two-year sentence for theft in office.
Richard Kruegel, 61, had been
ordered to be at the jail by 9 a.m.
Tuesday. He surrendered
Wednesday afternoon, Sheriff
Richard Koffel said.
Kruegel had been living in Louisiana since August 1993, when he
was released early from prison
while he appealed his 1992 conviction.
A jury found Kruegel guilty of
stealing money from mayor's
court in 1986, and he was sentenced to two years in prison.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
If your church would like to be included in
our monthly Church Directory -Please call
Tracy Stoll or Colleen Markwood at
372-2606
St. Aloysius Catholic Church
comer of South Summit and Gough Street
Weekend Moss Schedule
Weekend Masses:
Saturday - 5:30 pm
Sunday - 8:00 & 10:00 am, 12:00 pm
Sacrament of Reconciliation
Saturday - 4:00 pm
Other times by appointment

(. ^
F *£v{
I |

Family Life
Community Church
Located corner Manvitte & Gough

UMM M omit

Pastor: Jon Brown
Sunday School
353-9353
_ .. .
9:15 ajn.
Worship Service
10:30 ajn.

Dayspring Assembly of God
^v^anfc^"'
17360 N. Dixie B.G. ^4fifef*^
8W| Just North of Woodland MaU K?^
SUNDAY

THURSDAY

Worship at:
10:00 AM
6:00 PM

Campoi Miniltry
Prout Chapel (Chi Alpha)
8:00 PM

kcMt
A r*hngan*

1

Fellowship Meeting
Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
AIU mm Hoom3rd floor Union

St. John the Baptist Episcopal Church
1505E. WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone: 353-0881
Sundays: Eucharist at 8:00 am
and 10:00 am
Church School at 9:00 am
"The Church Is always Open"

UNiVEMiTT LUTHERAN ftlAttL
1124EastWooster 352-5101
Sunday Worship 10:30
Join us for friendship and fellowship
Everybody Welcome!

N

Looking for o Friendly Country
Church? Come To...

UJooste?
Nopo Icon 1

CIOVCRDRIC UNITCD MCTHODIST CHUACH

fit. 6
liruuood

-C.ov.rdoW

Phone 352-0065
Sunday school 10:15
UJor5h.pv:15

Krome*

Call 352-6486 for more information

Comer of Kramer and Chverdale

Campus
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University music Groups promote political activism
student honored College Democrats, Republicans offer different activities
for composition
By Genell Pavellch
The BG News

By Heather Cvengros
The BG News
A University student recently won a state music competition
and will compose the music for an upcoming University production.
Jenece Gerber, a senior liberal arts major with an emphasis in
composition and ethnomusicology, won the Ohio Music Teachers
National Association Student Composition Competition in the
collegiate division.
Gerber won for her piece "Floating Down the River at Evening," written for mezzo-soprano, suling Indonesian flute, cello,
piano and piano interior.
Gerber will now go on to compete at the regional level, and the
results will be announced at the end of December. The winner of
nationals will have the opportunity to travel to Albuquerque,
N.M., to compete.
Gerber said she was glad and relieved to have won.
"I've been sending compositions to a lot of different com pet itons," she said. "I was happy to finally win an award - all the
time and effort paid off."
Many people, including Corner's mother and professors, influenced her to write.
"My professors were very helpful," Gerber said.
Burton Beerman, professor at the College of Musical Arts,
was Gerber's composition professor for the submission of her
work.

Gerber's interest in music began when she was four.
"I used to play the piano all the time. When I was really little,
my mom wrote the music down as I played," she said.
Gerber has written music for several years and said she has
been somewhat discouraged by her piano teachers.
"My piano teachers discouraged my creativeness, and I began
to lose interest," Gerber said. "They were always telling me
everything I was doing wrong technically, and I worried too
much about all that technical stuff."
By her junior high and high school years, Gerber became involved again, and by the end of high school she was actually
composing the pieces herself.
Gerber's music style is very unique due to her interest in
Asian style. She spent seven weeks in Gamelan, Indonesia and
studied Asian music.
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One of the world's most soughtafter vocal ensembles is scheduled to return to the University
Nov. 18 to give an 8 p.m. concert
in Kobacker Hall at the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
The King's Singers, who made
their debut in 1968, are known internationally for concerts that
resemble a tour throughout musical history with pieces dating
from the 1500s through the 1990s
and ranging from classic to popular, sacred to secular.
The group first appeared in
Bowling Green in 1988 and gave
a sellout performance.
"The last time The King's
Singers were here, one of the
members was sick so we decided
to have them return and give a
full show," said Martin Porter,
director of public events for the
College of Musical Arts.
Alcohol quickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last drink.'
MTMeYCU SAFETY FOMHTIM
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Second Semester, Summer, and Kail

tunately do."
Wesseler said the group has
more than 30 paid members in
the organization. The group is
also involved with the state
party, so students can meet people in that organization as well.
"This organization is alive and
well here on campus," Wesseler
said.
He added that nine of the 13
democratic candidates were
majority winners here on campus.
College Democrats have weekly meetings on Tuesdays at 9 p.m.
in Room 116 of the Business Administration Building.
Stacy Mirrotto, president of
College Republicans, said the organization also helps to work on
elections and local campaigns.

Acclaimed vocal ensemble
scheduled to appear in BG
By Tracy Todd
The BG News

"She's a very bright and nice person, which is hard to come
by," Beerman said. "She's serious about what she does."

Second Semester, Summer, and Fall

Ever feel like an elephant?
Maybe a donkey?
Either way. University students wanting to have an active
voice in politics can get involved
with both the
Republican and
Democratic
parties at the
collegiate
level.
There are
many campus
organizations
for students to
get involved
with, including
Wesseler
two that can help students learn
more about politics.

The University's College Democrats and College Republicans
offer a wide range of activities
for students who want to become
involved with elections and issues.
Both groups had many activities last week in order to help
with elections at the local and
state levels.
Todd Wesseler, president of
College Democrats, said the
group does many activities including helping to register
voters, campaigning for candidates and sponsoring information panels.
"It is very satisfying to work
for issues and candidates you believe in even If they don't win,"
Wesseler said. "You don't just sit
back, like a lot of students unfor-

8 East 13th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43201

Call tot j fQEE Student Tr,

The ensemble has appeared
many times on the "Tonight
Show" and has been featured in
several specials, including an
Emmy Award-winning ABC
Christmas special with Julie Andrews.
"This concert gives students a
chance to see internationallyacclaimed artists on campus at
an affordable price," Porter said.
The singers will perform
several pieces of English music
from the time of Queen Elizabeth
I and a collection of Spanish music from the time of the "conquistadors" - the Spanish word for
"conquerors." Also on the program will be "Scenes in America
Deserta" by John McCabe, as
well as many other works.
Acclaimed for their musical
excellence and fun-loving style.
The King's Singers have more
than 60 recordings and a Grammy nomination to their credit.
The King's Singers are David
Hurley, Philip Lawson, Bruce

Russell, Bob Chilcott, Nigel Short
and Stephen Connolly.
Only 20 seats were available at
press time, according to Tina

"This concert gives
students a chance to
see
internationally-accla
imed artists on
campus at an
affordable price."
Martin Porter
public events director

Bunoe, publications manager for
the College of Musical Arts.
Tickets can be purchased at
the Moore Musical Arts Center
Box Office between noon and 6
p.m. or reserved by calling
372-8171. Prices range from $12
to $26.

UNIVISION
Continued from page one.

add Vision, Garcia said they will
ish, then they can. watch the other encourage people to drop their
54 channels," Garcia said.
cable subscriptions. He thinks
there would be a large amount of
Guillenno Gibens, a member support if there is a boycott.
of the Hispanic Graduate Student
"We're going to have people
Association, said none of the drop their subscription to make
channels are going to be viewed sure we hit them right in the
by everyone in the community.
pocketbook," Garcia said. "There
are a lot of students here on
"Nobody watches all of the 54 campus that I would think would
channels every day," Gibens be willing to drop their subscripsaid. "You select what you want." tion to show that we mean busiIf Wood County Cable does not ness."
HOLIDAY SHOPPING
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College Republicans have between 35 and 50 members that
come to meetings weekly, Mirrotto said. The meetings for the
group are every Tuesday at 9
p.m. in Room 112 of the Business
Administration Building.

Officials
announce
holiday
closings
By Tracy Todd
The BC News

With Thanksgiving approaching, most University
students are ready to return home. But for those
students spending vacation
at the University, eating
and sleeping on campus
may be a problem.
Only one residence hall
will remain open, and dining hall hours will change
during the holiday break.
"On Tuesday, Nov. 22,
Harshman Cafeteria will be
closed all day with McDonald and Commons dining
halls closing after 2 p.m.
Founders and Kreischer
cafeterias will close at 6
p.m.," said Megan Schaffer,
secretary of Food Operations.
Students will be able to
eat in Kreischer and Founders from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m. on Nov. 27, and all dining centers resume regular
hours on Nov. 28, Schaffer
said.
Compton Hall is the only
residence hall open over
the holiday. Residents of
Compton are the only students eligible to stay during
break at a cost of $8-50 per
day.

"We usually have about a
dozen University students
staying with us over the
break," said Scott Mutchmore, general manager at
Holley Lodge. "We have
some reservations, but others just walk in."

Join US

10 am - 8pm DECEMBER 3rd

She said the group helped to
distribute more than 5,000 pieces
of literature relating to the campaigns last week. They also went
door to door to inform students of
the different issues.
Mirrotto said she encourages
students to get involved with the
group.

Students not residing in
Compton may decide to
stay in a hotel.

ko$&& BUY NOW
Sign - ups start Nov. 14 in UAO office until Dec. 1
$8.00 includes transportation

"College Republicans is basically a forum for conservative
students to get together and discuss their ideas," Mirrotto said.
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All students must be out
of the residence halls by 10
am. on Nov. 23. They will
be able to move back in on
Nov. 27 at 1 p.m.
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Applications for

• spring '95 BG News editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 22.
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Faculty,
national
art to be
exhibited
By Joshua Mossing
The BC News

The Fine Arts Center will
host two art exhibits - one
featuring winners of a
national competition, and
the other highlighting the
work of faculty artists.
"The 100 Show" and the
45th annual Bowling Green
State University Faculty
Art Exhibition open today
with a reception in the Fine
Arts Center from 7 to 9 p.m.
"The 100 Show" will be
displayed in the Gallery of
the Fine Arts Building, and
the Faculty Art Exhibition
will be in the Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery.
"The 100 Show" is circulated by the American
Center for Design in Chicago. The show features the
winners of a nationwide design competition.
Terrell Curtis, director of
events at the American
Center for Design, said
three judges individually
selected the winners of the
competition, allowing for a
greater variety in design.
The exhibit contains primarily two-dimensional design projects such as posters, books and brochures
that have been produced
for companies throughout
the country, according to
Jacqueline Nathan, exhibition program administrator
for the Fine Arts Center
Galleries.
"We have a very active
and enthusiastic design division in the School of
Arts," Nathan said. "We
wanted to bring in an exhibition that would display
some of the best work in the
country."
The second exhibit, the
Faculty Art Exhibition,
showcases the work of the
University School of Art
faculty and staff members.
The show will Include
sculpture, ceramics, jewelry, paintings and metalsmithing, according to
Nathan.
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Musicians present Band-O-Rama
By Genell Pavallch
The BC News

Three ensembles to perform at annual event

The Moore Musical Arts
Participating in the event will
Center will be filled with the be the Fall Concert Band, the Fall
"sound of music" Sunday as the Wind Ensemble and the Falcon
University hosts its annual Band- Marching Band.
O-Rama concert.
Rohrer said the concert offers
Thomas Rohrer, assistant band a variety of music for those atdirector, said the concert is the tending.
major event for all the Universi"This is a high-energy concert
ty bands.
that has something for every-

one," he said.
Bruce Moss, director of bands,
said there are more than 300 students performing in the concert
from the various bands.
"This concert has a varied program," he said. "There is music
to suit every line of taste."
The Falcon Marching Band, di-

rected by Moss and Rohrer, will
be performing select pieces from
the entire season including "A
John Williams Spectacular" with
music from "Star Wars," "Hook"
and "Jurassic Park." They will
also perform a "Disney Medley"
and selections from the groups
Chicago and Earth, Wind and

Planetarium examines earthen mounds
By Joshua Mossing
The BC News

The University's planetarium
is hosting a program that examines the mysterious earthen
mounds constructed by ancient
Native-American cultures.
"Serpents of the Sun" discusses the significance of the
mounds that are located primarily in Central and Southern Ohio.
The large earthen constructions
are formed in various shapes

such as a serpent, an opposum
and a cross.
Scholars propose that some
mounds, like the Serpent Mound
near Dayton, were used as calendars. Dates such as the summer
and winter solstices could be calculated by comparing the position of the sun, moon and stars
with specific points on the
mounds.
Native Americans could use
this information to choose the
proper time of the year to plant

crops.

"Serpents of the Sun" is shown
every Tuesday and Friday at 8
p.m. and on Sundays at 7:30 p.m.
There will also be one Saturday
showing on Nov. 19 at 2 p.m. The
program ends Nov. 29.
It is estimated that the largest
mounds, such as the Cahokia
Mound near St. Louis, took as
long as 300 years to complete.
Approximately SS million basketfuls of earth were used to
build it.

Dale Smith, director of the
University's planetarium, recently visited several of the ancient mounds.
"The scale of the mounds is so
much more impressive," Smith
said. "The slides just don't
project it."
The program is proceeded by a
"star talk" by Smith that shows
the stars and constellations in the
current evening sky. In connection with the "Serpents of the
Sun" program, Smith tells the

WARNING: Dialing Zero to Call Your Family Collect
Can Be Hazardous to Their Wealth.

Literary
collection
to aid needy
By Julio Hamilton
The BC News

A book of creative writing
based on the theme "community"
will benefit the homeless and victims of domestic violence.
Firelands College's creative
writing annual "Heartlands of
Today" went on sale Nov. 8 and
can be purchased for $8.50.
There will be poetry readings
this Friday, at which donations
will be accepted to help the
homeless and victims of domestic violence.
"We chose community as our
theme, so we will focus on midwestern stories," said Larry
Smith, editor of the publication
and professor of English at Firelands College. "This will be expressed in the non-fiction pieces
and enhanced by the fiction stories."
The annual has a different
theme each year. Smith said past
themes have dealt with topics
such as multicultural Issues and
arts and society.
Writers from all over the
United States have written about
the community for this year's
160-page journal.
Three poetry reading* from
the annual will take place Friday
to raise money for the homeless
and victims of domestic violence.
The first reading will take place
at noon at Firelands College. The
other two will take place at 6
pjn.

Fire.
The flag corps and baton twi rlers from the marching band will
also perform during the event,
Rohrer said.
Tickets for the concert are
available through the Moore Musical Arts Center Box Office and
are $5 for adults and $3 for students and senior citizens. To
reserve tickets or for further information, contact 372-8171.

1-800-COLLECT
Dial it instead of "0"and
save them up to 44%.

I®

stories that Native-American
tribes told about the constellations.
Friday and Sunday programs
are followed by stargazing and
telescope viewing from the rooftop observatory.
"Serpents of the Sun" was produced by Youngstown State University's Ward Beecher Planetarium.
The program is open to the
public, and a $1 donation is suggested.
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Bus overturns, injures 19 Iacocca enters new market
Former automaker develops olive oil spread

Triad high school
students, driver
sent to hospitals
to get treatment

By Paul Souhrada
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS -- Former
Chrysler Chairman Lee Iacocca went back to his Italian
roots to develop another prod• uct that needs oil to make it go.
This time, it's an olive oilbased alternative to butter and
margarine.
Iacocca was in town Thursday to kickoff a test market of
the new Olivio spread. The
spread, which contains no
cholesterol and has 80 percent
less saturated fat than butter,
is also being tested in Syracuse, N.Y.
"When I retired two years
ago, I decided to get into some
fun businesses," Iacocca said.
He got into the food business
a few years ago when he purchased a home in Tuscany,
Italy. He formed the Nicola
Corp. - named after his father
- to export wine and olive oil
from the farm.
"We've done okay," he said,
but the olive oil business was
becoming competitive.

The Associated Press
NORTH LEWISBURG, Ohio A school bus carrying high
school students overturned
Thursday afternoon, sending 18
students and the driver to hospitals with mostly minor injuries.
Rachel Garris, 13, of Cable,
was admitted in fair condition at
Children's Hospital in Columbus
after complaining of head and
neck pain, hospital spokeswoman
1 'am Barber said.
The rest of the passengers
were taken to hospitals in Urbana
and Marysville, where they were
treated for cuts, bumps and
bruises. All were expected to be
released.

"Most injuries are
bruises and bumps,
lacerations. There
was one broken
arm."
Jerry Schenkel
spokesman for Mercy Memorial
Hospital in Urbana
The accident probably was
caused by a disruptive student
who distracted the driver, said
Lt. Tim Carnes of the Champaign
County Sheriffs department.
The school bus had been carrying at least 20 students from the
Triad School District when the
accident occurred west of North
Lewisburg on Ohio 245, according to a sheriffs dispatcher who
would not give her name.
North Lewisburg is about 30
miles northwest of Columbus.
Charles Roberts, a principal at
Triad, said the bus was taking the
students home.
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"I don't know why I pulled the trigger. I think
it's because... I'm a coward."
Nathaniel Beauregard
convicted murderer
the restaurant in suburban Syl- judges he was sorry that he killed
vania Township and was afraid Englund.
she would recognize him.
"I don't know why I pulled the
Beauregard, 20, of Toledo, was trigger. I think it's because... I'm
convicted Tuesday of aggravated a coward," he said.
murder and aggravated robbery.
He will be eligible for parole in
Englund's husband, Louis,
urged the judges to order the
33 years.
death penalty. He called BeaureOn Wednesday, Beauregard gard a "cowardly, cold-blooded
begged for his life and told the killer."

Judge opposes ousting
of convicted attorney
The Associated Press
MANSFIELD, - A judge who sentenced an attorney for forgery
and molestation has recommended the lawyer not be disbarred.
Richland County Common Pleas Judge James Henson made his
recommendation in a letter presented to the Ohio Supreme Court's
Board of Commissioners on Grievances and Discipline regarding
Stephen Ostheimer. The letter, presented Monday during a disciplinary hearing, was released by the board Thursday.
Ostheimer, 44, pleaded no contest and was convicted in July 1993 of
two counts each of forgery and attempted felonious sexual penetration.
Henson sentenced Ostheimer to 10 to 30 years in prison. In February, seven months into the sentence, Henson released Ostheimer on
shock probation.
In his letter, Henson said he has known Ostheimer for 17 years and
believes the molestation is unlikely to happen again. He said Ostheimer was undergoing counseling with two agencies appointed by the
probation department and with a third agency on his own accord.
"The easy decision in this matter would be to permanently disbar
Attorney Ostheimer and send a message to the remainder of the bar
and to the community," Henson wrote In the Oct. 6 letter.

Ostheimer could not be reached to comment Thursday. A telephone
message was left at his home.
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Iacocca led the No. 3 automaker for 14 years before his
retirement in 1992. He led the
company back from the brink
of financial catastrophe in the
late 1970s and was a household
name by way of his more than
60 television commercials.

"It Is my belief that a substantial suspension would be appropriate
to allow Mr. Ostheimer an opportunity to finish his probat ionary term
for the felony and then have an opportunity to earn reconsideration to
again practice law."

A Before Thanksgiving Brunch

Dtodlins: Men. Nev 21, 4 pm
Publication: Thurs. DEC. 1

"I'm out of the commercial
business," he said. "I'm not going to come back selling olive
oil to the American public after
15 years of selling cars on TV."
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This special tab is
designed to help
even the most
unorganized
shopper find the
perfect gift.

sacrificed taste in the process
and made them unsuitable for
cooking.
"The key to this will be how
good it tastes," Chism said, "If
you have a good product, a
little bit of name and some
good marketing can go a long
way."
Iacocca provides the voice
for the spread's television
commercials, but don't expect
him to get in front of the
camera.

Man may receive life sentence

Bonnie Young, right, comforts her daughter after a school bus
The Associated Press
crash on Thursday near Lewisburg, OH. Authorities said the bus
from the Triad School District overturned, injuring several stuTOLEDO - A man was sendents.
tenced Thursday to 33 years to
The bus was totaled when it brought to the hospital.
life in prison for killing the manslid off the roadway, struck a
"Most injuries are bruises and ager of a Wendy's restaurant
telephone pole and overturned, bumps, lacerations," he said. during a robbery.
Carnes said. Charges were "There was one broken arm."
Three judges deliberated four
pending the outcome of the acciHe said three of the students hours over two days before spardent investigation.
were treated and released, and ing Nathaniel Beauregard's life.
Bonnie Young went to the site the rest were expected to be He could have been sentenced to
of the crash to check on her released.
die.
Five students and the driver
daughter, Amanda.
Prosecutors said Beauregard
"My daughter has a black eye, were taken to Memorial Hospital used some of the $800 he stole
but some of the other ones have of Union County in Marysville from the restaurant Jan. 12 to
broken bones," said Young.
suffering bumps and scrapes. buy video games.
Jerry Schenkel, spokesman for Hospital spokesman Jim Gray
Mercy Memorial Hospital in Ur- said all were treated and
They said he shot the manager,
bana, said 12 children were released.
28-year-old Bibi Englund, becaure he had worked with her at

Sales Person of the week!
11-7 to 11-11

Enter Ned Hentz, an ad executive and Iacocca's son-inlaw, and Vincent Auty, one of
the developers of the "I Can't
Believe It's Not Butter"
spread.
Together the three wanted to
expand the niche occupied by
olive oil, which has recently
been touted as more healthy
than other oils.
"We who are of Italian heritage are used to taking bread
and dipping it in olive oil," Iacocca said. "The American
public doesn't go for that."
More than three years later,
the company came up with the
olivecanola oil blend - which
tastes like butter, but carries
the mystique of olive oil.
They're shooting for a piece
of the $3.7 billion U.S. market
for butter, margarine and
spreads.
"Most of the products out
there are not too hot," said
Grady Chism, a professor of
food science technology at The
Ohio State University.
Many of them have added
water to cut fat content, but

OPEN 11AM-2PM
$6.25 Adults
$5.95 Students/Senior Citizens
$3.25 Children 4-12
children 3 and under free

Henson also could not be reached. He did not return message! left
at his office or home.
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Police suspect man Jurors deadlocked in trial
Brain
size may of Jailing two wives of tourist killing in Florida
affect
sexuality
By Jeffrey Balr
The Associated Press

By Malcolm Rltter
The Associated Press

NEW YORK -- A key passageway between two parts
of the brain may be bigger
in gay men than in heterosexual men, according to a
study that offers new evidence that sexual orientation is at least partly a matter of biology.
The size difference appeared in the communication conduit between parts
of the brain used for understanding speech and perceiving objects.
The finding suggests that
sexual orientation may be
part of a larger package of
brain characteristics, so
that gay men as a group
may have a different pattern of mental skills than
heterosexual men, said
researcher Sandra Witelson.
She stressed that her
study of 21 men was small
and must be confirmed by
further work. She also said
its results and implications
apply only to groups and
not individuals.
Witelson, a psychiatry
professor at McMaster
University in Hamilton, Ontario, discussed the work
before presenting it Thursday in Miami Beach. Fla., at
the annual meeting of the
Society for Neuroscience.
Studies In 1991 and 1992
reported size differences
elsewhere in the brain that
were related to sexual
orientation.
Roger Gorski, co-author
of the 1992 study on brain
differences between homosexual and heterosexual
men, said the discovery of
another difference is no
surprise. "I'm sure we're
going to find others," he
said in a telephone interview.
It's not clear whether the
brain differences found so
far really influence sexual
orientation, and they may
even be results of it, he
said. Nor is it clear whether
the brain differences affect
mental functioning, he said.
Gorski, a professor of
anatomy and cell biology at
the medical school at the
University of California at
Los Angeles, also said the
size differences in Witelson's study might have
been due simply to chance.
Scientists are debating
what produces sexual
orientation. Witelson said
the idea that biology plays a
role "clearly does not mean
that environment is irrelevant, but what It means is
that environment is not the
whole story."

By Adam Yeomint
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - A man moves to town, sets up a business, takes
out an insurance policy on a cheerful, churchgoing wife and hits a
rocky spot in his marriage. She ends up dead in a tub.
The second time it happens, police suspect this is no mere coincidence.
Timothy Boczkowski has been charged with homicide in the death
of Maryann Boczkowski, and investigators are looking anew at the
death almost four years earlier to the day of Boczkowski's first wife,
Mary Elaine.
The 38-year-old denture maker remained in jail on $1 million bail
Thursday, two days after he was arrested and 11 days after paramedics he called found the second Mrs. Boczkowski floating on her side
in their patio hot tub in suburban Pittsburgh.
On Nov. 4, 1990, Boczkowski told police he heard a "thump" and
found his first wife dead in a bathtub at their home in Greensboro,
N.C. The cause of her death was never determined, and Boczkowski
was not charged.
"He didn't strike me as being very emotional about it," recalled a
business acquaintance, Nancy Vodenichar of Stoneville, N.C. "But
everybody shows their grief differently, I guess."
Vodenichar and her husband, Anthony, bought a miniature golf
course and restaurant near Madison, N.C, from the couple in 1990.
She said Boczkowski told her he and his wife had been planning to
end their marriage.
Boczkowski returned to his hometown of Pittsburgh not long after
his first wife's death. He opened a denture business, remarried in
1993 and took out a $100,000 insurance policy on his new wife.
That wife, 36-year-old Maryann Boczkowski, suffocated Nov. 6, the
Allegheny County Coroner's Office said.
Investigators said they suspected Boczkowski from the start.
He told them he found his wife's body in the tub when he went to
check on her, less than half an hour after leaving her there.
Ross Township Police Chief Carl Zotter said Boczkowski told him
that he and his wife were soaking in the tub as three children from his
first marriage slept. They talked about his concern that she had been
drinking too much, Boczkowski said.
"I think it was a one-sided conversation," Zotter said.
The police chief said authorities suspect Mrs. Boczkowski was
strangled but don't know whether it happened in the tub or elsewhere. She had no water in her lungs, a sign of drowning.
Boczkowski had scratches on his back, arms and neck, and his wife
had bruises on her throat and chest. Boczkowski told a detective that
his wife had scratched him during a rough massage.
As paramedics carried his wife away, Boczkowski said, "I hope
they don't try to put this on me," according to Lt. John Brennan of the
Allegheny County homicide squad.
A lie detector test seven hours after Mrs. Boczkowki's death indicated Boczkowski gave deceptive answers, Zotter said.
Boczkowski will plead innocent, his lawyer, James Herb, said
Thursday.

APPhnm/Phil Co.it

You Can Learn A Lot From A
Dummy.
Buckle Your Safety Belt.

BlaZers
tmn.inniTjj

BAHSEQUE
SMOKED TURKEY

DINNER SPECIALS

John "Billy Joe" Crumitie Is taken from the Jefferson County
Courthouse Thursday In Montlcello, Fla., after a Judge declared
a mistrial when the jury deadlocked.

MONTICELLO. Fla - A
judge declared a mistrial
Thursday after the jury
deadlocked in the trial of a
teen-ager accused of killing
a British
tourist at
a highway
rest stop.
John
•'Billy
Joe'"
Crumitie,
17, was
charged
with killing Gary
Colley and wounding his
girlfriend in a botched robbery in September 1993.
The state was expected to
retry the case. Circuit
Judge S.E. Steinmeyer declared a mistrial after the
jury had deliberated about
six hours.
Colley was the ninth tourist killed in Florida in a
13-month period. His girlfriend, 36-year-old Margaret Jagger, was wounded
in the attack that attracted
international headlines,
damaged Florida's $31 billion tourism industry and
spurred state lawmakers to
approve major reforms in
Florida's juvenile justice
system.
The jury included a
former classmate and
former teacher of Crumitie
If he had been convicted of
murder, Crumitie faced life
in prison. He was being
held without bond.
Assistant State Attorney
Mike Schneider had no
comment on the hung jury.
Crumitie testified
Wednesday that he was at
home when Colley was
killed.

EDUCATE OTHERS WHILE YOU
EDUCATE YOURSELF!
JOIN STEP 1

A11

_ _

1 is a group of
peer educators dealing
with the issues college

.

JSJOW
™* M^JGT2 ape students deal with _
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN TA/01 ~„maI
5?" ^* ^ ?T
310 STUDENT SERVICES
WelCOme!
but how^tt safely!
DEADLINE IS: NOVEMBER 22, We offer something
AT 5PM IN 310 STUDENT
for everuone'
SERVICES
~~ '

Sunday, Nov. 20th thru
Wednesday Nov. 23rd
HOURS: Mon - Thurs. 11:00-9:00
Fit -Sat. 11:00-8:00
FREE DELIVERY - minimum order $5.00

352-MEAT
353-EATS (to fax order)
854 S. MAIN STREET

C

■ -" .■"• CoMO> I -t*i-'>'i »-

354-6500
CREATE YOUR OWN

^tcan American Graduate Studenf A*^
African Americans Advocating Growth, Scholarship, Awareness
Presents

to benefit Project Search
roculty/StoHTIA.(.:$aO
Faculty/Staff Tabkti $153

, Cheese Only

Mediurr

$3.99 $7.99
$4.99 $9.99

v...'

Available of fh» Deer
Cash Bar
Dinner Buffet AffiretTickets
formal/ semi-formal/ dress wear
Saturday, November 19,1994
8 p.m. -12 a.m. Lenhart Grand Ballroom

ho Pizzas

$2.99

$5.99

Toppings (Each) ,
50 per pino

65
75

**»
**■

Oak* tf Han: Oats*, ropptfoni, Mushrooms, Graan Pepott. Onion, Horn,

locon,

Jrud»<* ikk.n. $10
$(ud»M Tobl... $*3

One Pizza

Small

Large

FIRST FALL FORMAL
Blues, Jazz, Motown Oldies

PIZZA! PIZZA!

IM(

looping, Itanon Stytt Sousoge, Hot Pippin, Block Mhis, ftmappfe, Anchorits

FREE CRAZY BREAD!!
with any two pizza order
I pickup or delivery
exp. 12/10/94 "

I - -/

open for lunch 11:00 am everyday!!
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Defense is the name of the game

Swim teams host
weekend matches

Junior specialist
sparks volleyball
team to 15-11 mark

By Mike Kazimore
The BG News

By John Glbney
The BC News

Each week, the Mid-American
Conference honors a volleyball
player for her outstanding performance on the court. The MAC
Player of the Week award usually
goes to a player who registers
both a high kill total and an impressive hitting percentage.
Because her primary role on
the court involves passing, serving and playing defense, Marlene
Metti will probably never
receive that'award.
However, the junior defensive
specialist has proven herself to
be one of the most valuable
players with the Falcons this
season.
"Marlene is the best defensive
player we have," head coach
Denise Van De Walle said. "She
is someone who does not get
enough recognition because of
the role she's in. However,
anyone who knows volleyball can
see what she does for the team
and appreciate her abilities."
Whether or not the praises and
accolades ever come, Metti remains comfortable in her role.
"I'm not here for that," she
said. "I play because I like to
play, not because I want the highlights. My role is a defensive
specialist. It's the role I adopted,
and I like to do it."
As a four-year letter winner at

Sporu lnformallontflle photo

Junior defensive specialist Marlene Metti dives to make a dig during a game last season. Metti has helped the Falcons reach the MAC Tournament for the sixth consecutive season.
Perrysburg High School, Metti
received an abundance of recognition for her play on the volleyball court. In both her junior and
senior seasons, Metti was named
league and district player of the
year.
Standing just S feet 3 inches
tall, it was Metti's heart, not her
height, that attracted college recruiters.
"Marlene impressed me with
her hustle, heart and determination," Van De Walle said.
"The style of defense she played
was very intense and aggressive
in her pursuit of the ball. I knew I
wanted her."
MAC universities and some
smaller schools expressed interest in Metti, but she chose BG
because of her familiarity with

the program. During high school
she attended several University
volleyball camps, and she felt
comfortable knowing one of the
Falcon players, Mitzi Sanders,
now an assistant coach.
The success of the volleyball
team in 1992 limited Metti's playing time during her freshman
season. Van De Walle said Metti
lacked the aggression she
showed in high school, but has
since played with the intensity
BG expected.
"Last year she broke out of the
mold and got back to herself,"
she said. "This year she has
changed the momentum of
several games because of her
play. She'll get a critical dig,
make a save and throw her body
to the floor to make a play."

Metti enters the games in specific situations for Lori Hilton
when the outside hitter rotates to
the back row. Hilton dominates
at the net, but Metti keeps the
ball alive by getting more digs.
"Marlene makes a difference
when she's in the game, and the
players really appreciate her,"
Van De Walle said.
Metti's spark helped the Falcons to a 15-11 record and a sixth
consecutive MAC tournament
appearance. However, they must
now prepare for their toughest
challenge of the season as they
face undefeated Ball State Friday night on the Cardinals' home
court.
"Ball State gets us fired up because we are such rivals," Metti
said.

After losing to MidAmerican Conference rival
Eastern Michigan Saturday,
the Bowling Green women's
swimming squad is anxious to
get back to action this weekend against
Wright State
and Kenyon
colleges.
•'[The
women's
team] expected to
win against
Eastern
Michigan,"
head coach
Brian Gordon said. "I think
Eastern is a team that is very
even with us as far as talent,
but they just got the better of
us."
While the Falcons fell to
EMU as a team, some of the
women turned in very encouraging performances. At the
top of the list was Cheryl Patteson, who paced the Falcons
with three victories. Gordon
said that Lynn Rutherford also
had a very good meet.
"We've asked Cheryl to do
the impossible ever since she
was a freshman, and she always seems to come through,"
Gordon said. "But Lynn Rutherford was also very good."
Although Gordon isn't worried about the women's mental

state after Saturday's loss,
their health is another question.
"We've got some people who
are not 100 percent healthy,
but every team Is going to run
into problems like that sometime during the season," Gordon said. "We did have everybody in the water at practice [
Thursday], so we should be
ready to go.

"We should be favored to
win going into the weekend.
But it's close enough to where
it could turn out the other
way."
While the women's team is
the favorite, the men's squad
will be playing the role of the
underdog against Wright State
Friday, despite its encouraging performance against EMU
- the premeir men's team in
the MAC - Saturday.
"I thought that the only
thing that went wrong against
Eastern is that we didn't win
the meet," Gordon said.
"There was no pressure on us,
and sometimes we swim better in those situations. This
weekend there are a little
higher expectations, so I'm
anxious to see how we do."
The Raiders are also anxious to face the Falcons.
"Whenever we swim against
Wright State, they really get
excited about swimming
against us," Gordon said.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY vs. WESTERN MICHIGAN - TOMORROW 7 P.M. §L
Just present your valid Student I.D. at the door for EASY ADMISSION
;f

Bx about a dollar a day;
both will give yu the power you need to
survive this semester.
Only$35.00 a month'

MKMM

Perform? 6S6CD

SMBRWlSOMBbardtku* CD-ROM dm If color momur.
keyboard mouse andall thesoftuare wure bkeh to need

With the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take advantage of
already great student pricing on a Mac*-for about $55 per month" with no payments for 90 days!
Students who qualify can take home any Macintosh' personal computer, printer. CD-ROM drive or
other peripherals with no hassle and no complicated forms. Let's face it. the holidays aren't exactly

conducive to saving money. In fact, they can leave you broke. But you can still buy the computer
you want and not worry about payments until long after the decorations are down. The
Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the power
even.' student needs. The power to be your best*

PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS

You can pick up a price list inside the door,
first floor Hayes Hall then
call 372-7724 for a sales appointment.
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BG looks to end two-game slide Beating Michigan

could save Cooper

Head coach hopes
to start new win
streak against Irish

By Rusty Miller
The Assot iated Press

By John Boyle
The BG News

The Bowling Green hockey
team looks to rebound from its
first two conference losses of
the season last weekend to
nationally-ranked Michigan
and Michigan
State.
BG begins
that chore
tonight
against Notre
Dame in
South Bend,
Ind., and returns home
to entertain
Western
Michigan Saturday at the Ice
Arena.
"It's a big weekend to get
back on the winning track," BG
head coach Buddy Powers.
"We've got to start another
winning streak here and get
four points."
Bowling Green (7-3 overall,
5-2 CCHA) posted a 7-1 victory
against the Irish earlier this
month and a 5-3 decision over
the Broncos in Kalamazoo last
month.
The Falcons broke open a
close game in the last 10
minutes of the third period in
the win over the Irish. Notre
Dame attempted to slow down Bowling Green's Kelly Perrault brings the puck up the ice during a recent BG game. The Falcons hope
the BG offense by incorporat- to end a two-game losing streak Friday against Notre Dame.
ing a physical style of play.
That game plan worked for win of the season last weekend
Brian Holzinger said.
lead in game-winning goals, remuch of the game, and Powers against Ferris State.
The Broncos should have turns against the Irish after
expects much of the same from
Holzinger in the forefront of missing five games due to a
When WMU visits Bowling
the Irish in their own rink.
their thoughts. Holzinger has shoulder injury.
Green on Saturday, both teams
"That's the way they're go- might remember the Broncos'
been held scoreless just once
Glantz has amassed 10 points
ing to play all the time," last excursion to the Ice Arena
this season and is currently (6-4) in only five games.
Powers said. "That's their more so than BG's win earlier
riding an eight-game point
The Broncos are paced by
style. When you've got that this season.
streak (7-11-18). Holzinger also winger Chris Brooks. Brooks
many big players, that's the
Western scored three goals
leads the CCHA in scoring with scored his first goal of the
way you want to play the in the last 1:42 seconds to
22 points (9-13-22).
season with 17 seconds left
game."
BG should also be bolstered against Ohio State last Saturdefeat the Falcons 4-3.
Notre Dame (3-6 overall, 1-6
offensively by the return of day. He also has 13 assists to go
"They beat us here last year
CCHA) enters tonight's game - it's something we have in the
winger Tom Glantz. Glantz, along with the goal for 14
fresh off its first conference back of our minds," tri-captain
who is tied for the conference points tills season.

COLUMBUS - Former Ohio
State coach Woody Hayes never
liked to utter the word Michigan.
Current Ohio State coach John
Cooper is getting to be the same
way.
In close to seven full years as
the head coach of the Buckeyes,
he has won (53-25-4), graduated
hla players and kept the team
free from the taint of NCAA probation that has rocked the OSU
basketball program
But any time Cooper hears the
word Michigan - as he has this
week leading up to Saturday's
bash at Ohio Stadium - he almost
shudders.
This week he blew up several
times when asked about the
rivalry, his record in the rivalry
and Michigan co-captain Walter
Smith's comment that he wanted
to win so Cooper would be fired.
Cooper has declined to answer
any questions about anything
other than the X's and O's of the
game.
Winless with one tie in six
starts against the Wolverines, is
this the year that Cooper finally
pulls the maize and blue monkey
off his back?
"In May, coaches worry about
graduation rates," said Michigan
coach Gary Moeller, who had the
rivalry burned into his psyche as
an Ohio State captain in 1962. "In
February, we worry about recruiting. But winning and losing
is what we're graded on."
So far. at least in terms of the
annual pressure cooker of the
Michigan game, Cooper has
received a failing grade.
There have been close calls 34-31 in his first year, a lastsecond 16-13 setback in 1990 and
even a 13-13 tie two years ago.
There have been lopsided defeats
- by 28 points in 1991 and 28
again last year when Ohio State
was unbeaten and ranked fifth in
the country.
Still, there have been no victories. Cooper has lost more games

to Michigan without a victory
than any coach in Ohio State history. The last time the Buckeyes
went six years without beating
Michigan was 1951 - and it took
lour coaches to do that.
Cooper's predecessors, Hayes
and Earle Bruce, each had winning records against the Wolverines. Hayes, who helped mold the
rivalry in his showdowns with
former pupil Bo Schembechler in
the 1960s and '70s, was 17-10-1.
Bruce was 5-4.
The teams will be on relatively
even terms Saturday. Michigan
is 7-3 and ranked 15th in the
country. Ohio State is 8-3 and
ranked 22nd. They are tied for
second in the Big Ten, with the
winner going to the Florida Citrus Bowl and the loser heading
to the Holiday Bowl.
There already has been speculation in newspapers and on radio
call-in shows that if Cooper loses,
he's gone.
An hour before the kickoff of
the 1991 Michigan-Ohio State
game in Ann Arbor, then-OSU
Athletic Director Jim Jones awarded Cooper a new four-year
contract. Jones later said it was
done to show that Cooper
wouldn't be judged on the basis
of one game.
Ohio State then went out and
lost 31-3, inflaming many Ohio
State fans and Cooper detractors.
Now Cooper is again about to
enter the last year of his contract
and the speculation has mounted
weekly. Cooper won't say what
it's like to have the pressure of
being graded by a single game.
"I would hate to have any job
riding on one game," said Moeller, who has also caught some
heat this season. "I think Ohio
State has done an awful lot of
good things. They've played
some great football games this
season. And they're a young
team, too. They're just going to
get better and better."
Whether Cooper will weather
the storm to lead that team may
be determined by Saturday's
game against you-know-who.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Last Day for Senior Portaits
Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are lOa.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily
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Battle of the beatens
pits Zips against OU
By Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Two hours
away and at about the same
time as Ohio University plays
Akron Saturday, 94,000 fans
will cram into the gray stadium on the banks of the Olentangy River to watch Michigan and Ohio State renew their
annual feud.
Around three hours after
the Ohio U.-Akron game - and
in the same stadium - Canton
McKinley will meet Massillon
Washington for the second
time in three weeks. There
could be 30,000 in the stands
for the playoff game, the 101st
game in a rivalry that is one of
the most heated in high school
football.
And Ohio U. and Akron?
They*ll be playing before
about 3,000 fans to find out
which team is indisputably the
worst in college football.
"It's too late to cancel," Ohio
U. coach Tom Lichtenberg
said, only half joking.
It is believed to be the first
time that 0-10 major-college
teams have ever met.
"I don't like that kind of history," Akron coach Gerry
Faust said.
On the same day Auburn
meets Alabama in a battle of
unbeatens, Akron's Zips -- the
nickname has taken on new
meaning - and the Bobcats
will decide who is No. 104 in
Division I-A.
Lichtenberg was fired three
weeks ago after eight wins in
five years with the Bobcats.
Faust - yes, the same Gerry
Faust who used to shake down
the thunder as head coach at
Notre Dame - is hanging on to
his job with his fingernails.
For weeks newspapers in Akron and Cleveland have speculated that he will be fired.
"No one's even said a word
to me, so I don't think so," said
the ever-optimistic and everhoarse Faust. He is 42-53-3 in
nine years at Akron since getting fired for going 30-26-1 in
five years with the Fighting
Irish.
Akron owns the nation's
longest losing streak, 12 in a

row. Over those dozen missteps, the Zips have been
beaten by an average of 26
points a game.
By comparison, Ohio U. has
been a juggernaut, despite losing 10 in a row, the nation's
second-longest skid. They're
winless, but the Bobcats have
had close calls with Utah State
(losing 0-5), Ball State (14-21),
Central Michigan (10-22),
Western Michigan (3-15) and
Eastern Michigan (13-24).
One subplot is that Ohio U.
had held the nation's longest
losing skid, 15 in a row, until
the Bobcats and Lichtenberg
won four of their last five
games last year.
Another is that Lichtenberg
and Faust are best friends, the
former serving as Faust's
offensive coordinator for
three years at Notre Dame.
"If I had my druthers, I'd
rather he was playing somebody else and I was playing
another team too, so both of us
could go out with a win," Lichtenberg said.
The game is light years
away from some the two
coaches have been in on other
November afternoons: Notre
Dame-Southern Cal, Ohio
State-Michigan.
How far is it from being on
the sidelines of the most prestigious program in the country
to playing before a handful of
people in a stadium called the
Rubber Bowl?
"You've got to understand
me," Faust said. "If I'm working with young kids, there can
be 100,000 or 1,000 in the
stands and it wouldn't make
any difference. To see them
get better on the field and to
get better in life, to try to help
them, that's the important
thing."
When Lichtenberg was
fired, Ohio U. President Dr.
Robert Glidden said he had
"asked to be reassigned." But
Lichtenberg said he didn't
quit, resign or ask for reassignment.
Now he hopes to just bow
out with his memories in what
could be his last game after 33
years in coaching.

Veterans helping Browns win
By Chuck Melvin
The Associated Press

BEREA, Ohio - Even their
teammates still think of Pepper
Johnson and Carl Banks as New
York Giants linebackers, Don
Griffin as a San Francisco cornerback, Mark Rypien as a Washington quarterback
Come January, they'd all like to
be known for their work in Cleveland.
"We're always going to be
these guys who came over from
some other team, until we reach
the same accomplishments
here," Johnson said. "And I want
it. I'm a greedy guy. When it's all
said and done, I'd like to say, "Oh
yeah, I got a couple Super Bowl
rings with the Giants, and I ended my career with the Browns
and got a couple Super Bowl
rings there."
As recently as a week ago, talk
like that would have been dismissed out of hand. Surely, the
Browns' 8-2 record equals the
best in the league, but until last
Sunday, they hadn't really beaten
anybody.
But their 26-7 victory at Philadelphia, where Randall Cunningham had won 20 straight
games, made believers of a
bunch of skeptics - including
many of the Browns themselves.
"We opened a lot of eyes,
showed what the Cleveland
Browns are made of and what we
can do," Johnson said. "I think
we can match up with anybody in
the league."
The victory lent credibility to
the long-term plan of coach Bill
Belichick, who until recently
seemed to be assembling a team
that, like himself, had no personality.
He apparently knew what he
was doing all along. He kept only
a select few of the players from
the Cleveland team that went
3-13 in 1990, the year before he
arrived, and has been coldly
methodical in gluing together his
ideal mixture of talented youngsters (CB Antonio Langham, WR
Derrick Alexander, C Steve
Everitt), prime-time veterans (S
Eric Turner, DT Michael Dean
Perry, RB Eric Metcalf) and experienced winners (free-agent
additions Banks, Johnson, Griffin, Rypien).
From that group, a personality
has emerged, precisely the one

Belichick was driving for: This
team would have fit in perfectly
In the NFC East back when Belichick was working as a defensive
coordinator for Bill Parcells'
Giants in the 1980s.
The Browns have yielded 118
points in 10 games, making them
by far the stingiest defense in the
league. Offensively, they'd
rather run than pass, and lately
Leroy Hoard and their revamped
line have made that possible. And
their special teams are second to
none.
"I'll tell you what, they'll definitely get into the playoffs,"

Cunningham said after Sunday's
game. "They spanked our butts
real good. They're probably the
best team in the AFC."
Deep down, Belichick loved
hearing that, although he insists
the lack of national attention paid
to the Browns so far ~ they're
■1 [xlint underdogs at Kansas City
this Sunday - is of little concern
to him.
"What's really important is
what this team feels," he said. "I
think our team's got good talent,
good chemistry, a good work
ethic. We've got a pretty good
team this year. I'm not concerned

about what somebody in Fort
Lauderdale thinks about the
Cleveland Browns. I mean, I am,
but I don't think it affects the
outcome of the game."
Even so, Johnson is mighty
proud to be the Browns' leading
tackier and one of the emotional
leaders of a defense that is at last
being recognized as one of the
NFL's best.
"I always felt I was a big part
of the teams I was on," Johnson
said. "But now, I'm being looked
up to."
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PLAY THE GAME
WITHOW THE PAIN

PLAY

HERE

_ SATURDAY NOVEMBER 19 AT 12 P.M.

0SU vs. MICHIGAN
Don 'tjust watch the game, call the game!!
Drink specials and prizes for the winner of QB1!
Monday
Sunday
Saturday

1:00 Cleveland vs.
Kansas City
4:00 Philadelphia vs.
Arizona
7:30 FSU vs. NCS 8:00 Rams vs. San
f
Francisco
3:30 Auburn vs.
Alabama

Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 B.G.
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green,Ohk>

80 Wings for $17.50
Dine-in or Carry-out
Free delivery Sunday Only!
11118194
.
exp. m 90 days

Fl****M*WWWVWir%WWrtftWfWim

9:00 Giants
vs. Oilers

Cleveland's Pepper Johnson chases down Cincinnati's David Klinger during a previous game. Johnson
is one of the newcomers that has helped Cleveland Jump out to an 8-2 record.

Webber traded to Bullets
Bullets had signed first-round
draft pick Juwan Howard, who
OAKLAND, Calif. - The Gold- teamed with Webber to lead
en State Warriors traded Chris Michigan to the NCAA chamWebber to the Washington Bui pionship game in 1992 and 1993.
And it came one day after the
lets for Tom Gugliotta and three
first-round draft picks Thursday. Warriors re-signed Webber, who
The move came hours after the exercised his option to terminate
The Associated Press

a 15-year, $74 million contract in
the offseason and became a free
agent. The Warriors had to sign
Webber to trade him.
The Warriors will get the Bullets' first-round draft picks in
1996,1998 and 2000.
Webber was the NBA rookie of
the year last season, but said he
was unhappy playing for Golden
State coach Don Nelson. Those
hard feelings intensified during
the contract stalemate when Nelson said he'd quit if that would
help bring Webber back to the
team.
That remark angered Webber,
who felt it was an attempt to turn
public opinion against him.
The 6-foot-10 forward averaged 17.5 points and 9.1 rebounds
and shot 55 percent from the
field last season. The contract he
signed Wednesday night reportedly was for $73.14 million over
12 years.
Gugliotta has averaged 15.8
points and 9.5 rebounds since
joining the Bullets as their top
draft pick in 1992.
"It's devastating.,' Washington
swingman Calbert Cheaney said
from New Jersey."
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"CHINA GATE

C*KUMAL CHINESE RESTAURANT

We serve lunch,
dinner & daily
cocktails
incli Bullet

1616 E. Wooster
352-9153

FREE DELIVERY

Classifieds
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MONDAY MUSICIANS CONTINUES!
As the days get colder, remember the warmer
dayaof Autumn wirh the
■FALLING l EAVES'
See them and enjoy their music at
MACDONALD DINING HALL
NOV.21.5PM-6PM
FREEI
sponsored by UAO
Sailing Club
Do you know how to sail or want to learn? Join
the Sailing Club. For more into. Call Man at
2-1957.
Sailing Club

Attention BO Community!
A A G S A Fun Fall Fo-maiNov. 19
Tickets to go on tola Nov. 7-19
in MAP Officein424 Sudani Se-v ces
Coal: Students t10. Faeullv/Slatf 120
For Tabtes/Ticheta or more info:

Cadi 372-2979
Proceeds lo Beneltl Pro|aei Saarch.
BloodmobUorehereMI
BloodmobUa fa herein
Come give your blood in
theN I Commons Irom 10:30-4:30
Papa. John's Pizza will be
dona ling pizza all weekl
Call 35?-4575 lor an appointmeni!
DESKTOP PU BUSHING CLASS
Sal.. Dec. 3110. B-5; 1 hr.
grad credil.372(349or2-8181
Do you like » play with balls?
.Take a UAO billiards coursel
Signups 17ih - 28th in the UAO office
or call 2-2343 or 2-7164 tor datailsl
Free Computer Semlnere
The following Computer Servicea Seminars will
be offered during the month of November.
They are open to anyone on campus. Please
call 372-2911 to register for these free seminars. They are presented in the Tech Lab
Seminar Rooms, in the Tech Building. Hands
on experience will be provided.
Getting Started on the Mac. This session
presents the word processing software package Mrcosoft Works, including a primer, which
discusses the Macintosh Desktop and tie
mouse.
Thursday. Nov. 17th8OO-10:00PM
Thursday. Dec. 1st 8:00-10 00 PM
Intro the the IBM PC and windows This
seminar provides a basic orientation to IBM's
operating system (DOS) and Mircosoft
Windows.
Monday. Nov. 21 at 2:0O-4:O0PM
Tuesday. Nov. 29th 500-700PM
Internet for Maclnloeh Ueere. This seminar
covers the Internet applications Telnet. Eudora
(mail). NewsWaicher (news). TurboGopher.
and Mosaic.
Tuesday, Nov. 22nd 5 00 7 00 PM
Monday. Nov 28* 2 CO 4 00PM
Internet tor Window* Ueere This seminar
covers the Internet applicabonB Telnet.
PC-Eudora (mail). VN (news). TurboGopher.
andMoaaic-.
Monday. Nov. 21 at 5 00 7 OOPU
Wednesday. Nov. 30th 5 00-700 PM
FREE PIZZA from Papa Johne
FreePlua from Papa Johne
Come donate your blood ai me
Bloodmobile in the N.E. Commons
tram 10:30-4:30 this weeklll

Buffets: Pizza. Soup & baled M-F. 11-2.
$3.00. Menu includes Pasts, Subs, Pizza, Salads, Soups. Desserts A morel Pagliai's. 945 S.
Mam.
COLORADO SKI TRIP
Jan. 1 through Jan. I
S nights/4 day lift tJcket/irantportalion
only $3971
andirsBURSARABLEI
Sign up In the UAO office. Rm. 330 Union
NOVEMBER 10 TO DECEMBER 2
(downpayment price: $100)
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 lor more info.
sponsored by UAO
HITCH THE SKIES WITH AIRHITCH
Carrib/MeiSl89R/T
Europe $229, Coast to Coast $129
Call for FREE program description

SCEC SCEC SCEC SCEC SCEC
The Student Counol for Exceptional Children
welcomes Dr. Les Stemberg, Dean of the College of Educational A Allied Professions.
November 20 at 6:00 in 115 Education. TOPIC:
Prelinguisbc Communication Skill Development for children with profound disabilities.
SCEC SCEC SCEC SCEC SCEC
BwanyBt la Beautiful!!
Join Womyn for Womyn
on Saturday. Nov. 19
from 9:30am to 2:30pm
in the Ice Arena Lounge
for e workshop on
SELF-DEFENSE
techniques & strategies
Bring a bag lunch A
learn how to "bag" atlackersl
Womyn for Womyn
Meets Monday, Nov. 22
at 9pm in the UCF Center.
Come help with planning
for our holiday party
and next semester.

CITY EVENTS

80032*2009
If anyone knows BRAD MIEHLS and where he
is at (tele. «) please call KATIE at 354-1226.
He graduated this past August, dnves a red
Mustang and is from a very, very small town in
Ohio. I was in his Physics daw over the summer and I need to talk to him. Please, il you
know anything, call me ASAP.
LISTEN TO WINI

Management Inc.
HUGE 1 bdrm, 215 E. Poe Rd.,
91/2 or 12 mo. lease starts at
310/mo. + elect.
353-5800, _,

START SHOPPING EARLYI
Go to TWELVE OAKS MALL
InNovl.MI.Dec 3
ONLY WOO!!
(cash, check, bursar)
SIGN UP in UAO Office in 330 Union
NOV. 14 THROUGH DEC. 1
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for more inlo.
Sponsored by UAO

LOST& FOUND
•FOUNDLEATHER BRACELET
at the Him'Speed'Nov. 5
eel 2-2343 and describe to clean
(found after 9:30 showing)

I need a ride t> Cincinnati
this weekend. 11/18. Wll pay till
Call Beth at 352-5210 ASAP.

Management Inc.
Eff. apartment, 215 E. Poe Rd.,
starts at $220 mo.
includes all util.
353-5800

Management Inc.
Spring Semester lease,
830 fourth St., 1 bdrm.
starts at $345/mo.
353-5800

Branch Manager
Arthur Victor Painting, Inc., a
loading residential painting
company, seeks results oriented
individuals for summer '95
positions in Kent, Akron,
Columbus, Cincinnati, and Dayton.
Qualified candidates will have
strong interpersonal skills,
demonstrable leadership abilities,
and effective
planning/organizational skills.
Previous management or
supervisory experience helpful.
We offer competitive
compensation, comprehensive
small business management
training, and resume building
experience. Internships possible
lor qualifying ma|ors.
For more information phone 1800-775-4745 or forward resume
to:
28115 Little Mack
St. Clair Shores, Ml 48081

AA Records Are Us
WF BUY A SELL
Specializ ngin50s.60a.70sA80's
3352 Lagrange
Toledo, OH
419-243-3655
M-F,11-9
Sat. A Sun. 9-9
'Bring in ad A receive 20% oil'

Female sublessor needed. Low rent. Low utilities, very close to campus. Car ASAP
352-2137.

Job Available
Looking for experienced Meantosh-onented
person seeking to work with a growing interactive training company. You need to be proficient with databasing concepts and want the
opportunity to jo n an active creative team by
organizing graphics, video and other production elements for s large-scale interactive
project involving a Fortune 500 campnay
Send resume to:

Gemeinhardl flute. 2sp series.
Excellent cond non.
Call 266-2753

353*2277

Graphic Design
& VCT majors:
Think about getting
practical hands-on
experience in your
field during Spring
Semester 1985—
work for BGSU'S
Student Publications1

MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including prtnter. only $500.
Call Chns si 600-289-5665

Applications now being
accepted for positions in
production Visit the
Student Employment

SPORTS INFO A IPC
MAJORS)
Public relations internships available (or next
semester with BG schools. Call Gary Evans tor
more info 3523576 ext. 310

Office. 450 Student
MacintoshSE compulerwith modem
Askmg$200 00
Call 353- 2713

i Services Bldg for
requirements, etc.
VCT full-time co-opt available!

National Parit Jobs
Over 25.000 openi ngs I
(including hotel staff, tour guides, etc.)
Benefits phis bonuses!

Tis'

THE SEASON...TO THINK OF OTHERS

Bring in any usable canned good for donation to the B.C. pantry and
we'll give you a Free Hallmark Card as a Thank-You.

CAN FOR CARD SWAP
Our company is tooking for individuals who
want to gain management experience next
summer. Earn $6.000-$10,000 per summer.
The early bird geu the worm. 1-600-667-1060.

Friday, Nov. 18 - Sunday, Nov. 20

Packages plus...

Hun your own business
College Pro Painters
'U.S. LTD'
Outlets available
Akron, Cleveland. Columbus, Canton
Contact John: 352-3245

Cards and Gifts and more
111 Railroad St. BG

SICK OF THE SAME OLD SUMMER JOB
THIS SUMMER YOU BE THE BOSS
Student Painters is looking tor Bowling Green
students who have what it takes to run their
own business. Gam valusbte expenence,
receive college credit, and have a great resume builder. Average summer earnings between $6,000-10,000. Management posiions
available in all Cleveland suburbs. Akron. Canton. For additional information call Man
Schwa* ©1-800-543-3792.

50%SsT
AS LOW AS.

' MCIFFLERS$29.95'
|

SpriHtl!

JOURNALISM.

BRAKE PADS 4 SHOES

LIFETIME

University Counts 1 bdrm apt. Available for
sublease Very dose lo campus $385 -w «
elec Gas. heat, a cooking incl. Very nee.
Quiet Weretranstenng.354-8121.

MACINTOSH 11 el 60 MG HARD DRIVE.
COLOR MONITOR. FAX/MODEM. PRINTER.
MANY PROGRAMS. $2000 CALL KEN AT
354-4204

151 N.Michigan Suite 225
Toledo. OH 43624

Female Subleaser needed. Spring '95 SemesterVery clean and dose to campusf
Please CaH 354-5310

CATERING

Subleaser tor Spring 95
Own Bedroom Cable and ui
All t16S/mo. 353-5145

For Sale Country Crafts by J.L
Design your own • samples available
Contact 372-3649 if interested. prices vary

FOR SALE: SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted, responsible party to make low
monthly payments. See locally.
Call: 1-600-327-3345

Female subleaser needed lor Spring.
5th SI., own room. $22S/mo. * efec
Please call Sarah at 353-3004,

Rmte. needed for a 1 bedrm. 7th & S. College
apt. Will share room wfother male. Split util.
Call Chris or leave message: 372-1013.

-352-0214 -

Call 3530661

Apply now tor best positions.
Call 1 -206-545-4604 SXt N55442.

Female Subleaser
For Foi Run A pis
Mon - srry>ki r>g 352-0706

M

DENON HOME, 6-discCD player
DENON CAR (2) DCA-600 Amps.
(1) 9770 CD player, Polk Audio 6 1 r2.
and component 4 1/2-1" speakers.
Less than s year old.
Computer Desk • $20

Fun or part time Permanent position open in
our BG office Interesting telephone work. No
experience necessary. Must have good voice
A be dependable. Earn $7-$i0/hr. Salary A
bonuses. Call 352-5536

Desperately needed!
3 tickets to Dec. Graduation.
Wil pay $10 •sen
Please caJI-663-5169
Female roommate 3 bdrms,
2 full baths, rent negotiable
Call 353-3717 or (419) 033-8951

SUBLEASER NEEDED
Start ng December 19
31SN Main Veryclean.
1 bedroom apartment.

67 Chevy Cavalier 4 dr Auto. p.s. p b . 125 k
miles, no rust, well-maintained. Runs great
$1900.372-2933 day or 352-6679 eve

Free Spring Breah Tripe!
Students, Frats. Clubs, needed to promote
party tours. Beat Prices for easy sale. CASH
BONUSES!. 1-600-599- 5606.

2-4 subleasers needed 11
2 bdrm. apartment. Lots of space.
Near campus, available for summer.
$420/mo. + gas. Call 354-1145
Leave message.

For RENT 2 BDRM Apt
Available lor spring/summer 95
1 block to campus Free parking
*42S/month a. electricity
Call 353-9920

1936 Honda CRX. low mites, good cond
$2,800 00080
Call Pat at 352-2051

THE POWER OF PRAYER
Lon Saliemo speaks to educate
the people on
the power and importance of prayer
NOV. 29 # 9PM
MATH-SCIENCE BLOO. RM. 210
FPM Ad m I I ■ I on
sponsored by UAO

2 subleasers needed for Spring Semester.
2 bedroom apartment dose to campus.
Call: 353-5072

Cany Rentals' Houses a Apt L stings
Now available tor school yeer 06*91
CaH 353 0325 or pick up listing
atolfKje:316E Merry*3

i dorm size refng - GE While «35 OBO
1 Turbografx game system golf b-baJl $50
OBOPieasecali Marc 353-5145

CAR STEREO EQUIPMENT
SPEAKERS. SUBS. AMPS, EQ
I NO LONGER HAVE A CAR TO PUT
THIS STUFF IN' REAL CHEAP'
CALL ERIC 352-6521

2-4 subleasers tor targe 2 bdrm. apt.
Good location. wiHing to negotiate.
Call 353-2713

• BUTZEN •
THURSDAY, FRIDAY A SATURDAY
AT GAMERS
BAND STARTS AT 10PM
PLUS
MICHIGAN VS. OHIO STATE
FOOTBALL BASH
SATURDAY • NOON TIL' 9
FREE FOOD A DRINK SPECIALS

93 MT SHASTA GT SerengetJ. 2^ gears, Toe
clips, H20 holder. Tioga Power Studs, Hunter
Green. E xcelient for any weather. $350 o b o
Call 354-6444

EBSCOTELEMARKETING SERVICE
EARN SOME EXTRA CASHI
The holidays are right around the corner' So
come to EBSCO Telemarketing. We give you:
valuable expenence. a weekly paycheck, tie
flexibility lo make your own schedule. Perfect
for housewives, retirees, and students'
Be a part of one of the lastest growing telemarketing firms in the U.S. Come in and apply at
113 N Main St. after 4pm or ask for John at
3536662

Full or Part Time Permanent Position Open in
our BG office. Interesting telephone work No
experience necessary. Must have good voce
and be dependable. Earn $7-l0/hr. salary A
bonuses. Call 352 5536.

FOR RENT

'67 Chevy Spectrum
63.000 miles, AC Automanc/AM-FM
$2400-372-7179

Strength la Beautiful!
Join Womyn for Womyn
on Saturday Nov. 19
Irom 0:30am - 2:30pm
in the ke Arena Lounge
for a workshop on
SELF-DEFENSE
techniques A strategies
Bring a bag lunch A
learn how to "bag" attackersl

1 -4 Subleaser* needed for Spring Sem. '95
Low rent, close to campus I
Call Michelle at 353-7126.

I

ARTHUR VICTOR PAINTING, INC.

Christmas Positions Available
Weekend Santa $5.00mr.
Occasional Woody Bear $5 OOmr
Apply at Woodland Mall Office

Murray i8spd. Mountain Bike
Lika New. $100 080
Call 354-5100

353-032S * Carry Rentals
Subleasing available 2nd Semester.
Close to campus. Call today1

$60 00 Courtney 354-4506

1 rmmte.. own room or 2 rmmies. willing to
share large bdrm. in 2 story house across from
campus Call Knsien 353-5785

eJrfEfetCA

'64 Nissan Pulsar
Excellent condition
tlSOOO.b.O. Call 354-6410

Call 531-6100.

1 female roommate D share Columbian
Courts apt. for faH semester Own room.
reasonable rent Call 353-381 5.

PERSONALS

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Students Needed1 Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3,00046,000 plus per month.
Room and board' Transportanon' Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call
1206)545-41 55 ext AS544?

Suspended 2 bed toft tor sale.
Dark green w/paintad daisy flowers
Great for any dorm room
Lots of personality Call 353-1337
$200 OBO

•1 Awesome"
Spnng Break Early Specials' Panama City
Oceanvtew Room With Kitchen ft Free Bus To
Bars $129' Daytona (Kitchens) $159' Cocoa
Beach $159' Key West $22911-600-676-6386

$363.60 Sell 72 funny college T-shirts - profit
$363.60. Risk-free. Choose from 19 designs
Free catalog 1-aOO-700-4250.
* Toledo Ac count Executive *
The BG News is looking to hire
a Toledo Account Executive. This
person would be responsible to:
'Cultivate New Accounts
"Helping service exiting accounts
'Set & reach monthly goals
•Work20hrsaweek
You must be a hard working, enthusiastic individual who wants to GET A HEAD START!
Must have own car & flexible Pass schedule

Queen sizehidabed sofa
$20 U-Haul
353-6224

•1 Awesome Spring Break!
Early Sign-up Specials' Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $279' Includes 12 Meals ft 6 Partiesi
Cancun ft Jamaica $439 Air From Columbus'
1-600-678-6366.

Dancers. DJ's ft Bar staff needed.
Immediate Openings

SERVICES OFFERED

Call 352-6705 (9-9).

Wanted female subleaser for Spring '95 semester. Close to campus. Cheap rent. No utilities. Call Kim, Becki, or Kelle. 353-3164.

Ovation Celebrity Guitar w/
hard shell case Brown burst face,
perfect condition.
$350 Call 362-3191.

New RCA VCR $200
SONY CO Player $75
Call Maro at 354-7512

Brand New Fax Modem 14 4
14400 BPSV 32 BIS
SEND RECEIVE FAX DATA MODEM
WITH V 42 BIS MNP For PC Compatibles

WANTED

Word Processing - Resumes, term papera.
thesis, dissertations on laser printer.

FOR SALE

$ 1500 wkry. mailing our drcularsl
No experience requiredl Begin Now)
For info call 202-298-8935

TOLEDO. OH
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20TH
IO.OOAM-5.00PM
ADMISSION 5.1 00
AT: HOLIDAY INN SOUTH WICK
2429 REYNOLDS ROAO
(EXIT 4 OFF OHIO TUflNWKE 80-90)
FREE ADMISSION WrTH THIS AD
•UY-SELLTRADE

Ca i 354-HOPE

Subleaser Needed for Spring 95
$150/mo: Will hsve own bedroom
Call Cassandra 352-9414

HELP WANTED

SKI OVER BREAKI
Steamboat Colorado
JAN. 1-JAN 6
TRANSPORTATION
LIFT TICKETS INCLUDED
$ 100 down paymen I needed
SIGN-UP In UAO of he. 330 Union
beglnnlngNOV. 9 THROUGH DEC. 2
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for more inlo.
Sponsored by UAO

SOUNDS UNLIMITED PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS
TOLEDO RECORD A CD COLLECTORS
SHOW

Pregnant? We can help.
Free A confidential pregnancy lasts,
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.

Tutor Wanted Immediately for Organic Chemistry 306. Mon thru Thurs. 1 hour in evenings
$5mr. Must be qualified.
Call Scott ai 354-7400

WFAL AM 660

Baseball Card Show
Pemberville American Legion Hall
Sunday, Nov. 20.10:00 - 4:00
Free Admission

Have a clean house for the holidaysl Reliable experienced and Insured. References
available. Call Linda el 353-3414.

Subleaser needed for Spring & Summer '95
S?80 00 non - lil■!
•Furnished efiaency
across from campus
If interested, call 354 0157

chance to win tickets to

RIDES

WFAL AM 680

Sublease Spring '96
1 bdrm. spt.
Csll: 353-1934

see OVER THE RHINE n Toledo)

LISTEN TO WINI
Listen to WFAL for your
chance to win tickets to
see OVER THE RHINE in Toledol

Sublease my 1 bedroom apartment
All to yourself or with a friend cheap'
$29tVmo for Spring Semester
Call 354-1164

Listen to WFAL for your

M.T.MUGGS
Mon: All U Can Eat Spaghetti w garlic toast:
$399
Tues:25centTacos
Wed: Pizza and Pitcher $5.00
Thurs: Soup & Sub $3.9SFri 25 cent hotdogs,
2 slices of pizza 50 cents
Sat: Lasagne w/garlic toast or salad $4.50
Sun: Steak Special $7.00
M.T.MUGGS

STUDENTS
If you're going to be home for the
holidays and earning some extra money
sounds like a good way to spend your
winter break, here's just she
opportunity Several positions will
be available m November and all the
way through mid January on all shifts.
II this is ol interest to you. please
call Pat Taylor at (513) 40B-2104.
stop m and complete an application or
send a letter of interest to:
Direct Graphics Inc.
629VandemarkRd
Sdney. OH 45365
Ann ErflPlyYmYn1 Manager

Seeking i or ? subleasers tor a spaoous 1 rm.
efficiency on Thursnn across from campus.
Furnished, walk-in closet, fun bath-kitchen facilities. Rent $260 a month tor one. $140 a month
lor 2 people. Call Steve at 353-0194 Available
mid December

aMo*owosnr4se>lr«er4ar>of>a»aveey
I
■sssiei^isnlseiiMlfcs.gseeietaslarejas
yev ex year ear.
^
_ _ F11/18J

Tuffy
Auto Service
Centers

TUFFY DOES IT KIGHTI
868-2*4*

1087 S. MAIN ST.
NEXT TO PIZZA HUT
Monday-Friday 8-6
Saturday. 8-4

.

352^1693

BOWL~N~GREENERY
FRIDAY SPECIAL
$4.24 SEAFOOD SPLASH!
A variety of seafood and our
"awn" claaa chowder.
Inch clams, scallops, shrimp, and Pollock.
Also complete salad bar, baked potato
<^»and unlimited beverage.

OKN

11*0-1.30 s^~ y^>

\Best Vault, on Came

<*S"
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INSIDE FALCON
WK(n 1991. Brian Holzinger decided to
I attend Bowling Green State
I University. It was the toughest
.^•Adecision of his life because he had
also received scholarship offers to play
for some of college hockey's premier
teams. Teams such as Michigan, Michigan
State, Wisconsin, Denver and Miami all
battled unsuccessfully to get Holzinger.
Like all of his on-ice decisions, Holzinger
made the right choice. He began his
senior season as one of the most
decorated players in Falcon hockey history.
His name stands alongside the leading
career scorers for BG. Former Falcons
that have gone into the NHL to make a
name for themselves - Nelson Emerson,
Rob Blake and Gary Galley.
What really sets Holzinger apart from
the impressive numbers that he shares
with BG's greats is the improvement the
Falcon hockey program has made since
he first put on the No. 19 jersey that
Emerson wore before him.
The year before Holzinger arrived, the
Brown and Orange struggled to a 15-232 season. That was followed by an eightwin season during his freshman campaign.
This year, however, thanks in
large part to Holzinger, the BG
hockey team is once again
in the national polls.

W
Award! and
Accomplishments:
1994 • currently leads the CCHA
in scoring
• preseason Ail-American
1993 • led BG with 22 goals
• CCHA All-Academic team
member
1992 • CCHA second team
selection
• led BG with 31 goals and
57 total points
• played on the U.S. over
20 squad
1991 • played on the U.S. Olympic Festival
and Junior National teams
• sixth-round draft pick of the
Buffalo Sabres
(SS

^2

Sponsored by;

IUUI
-

D

530E. Wooster
353-7732

Description of play end
respanslbllltli
"Kelly Perrault steps out from
behind the net, he takes one step
and then I cut across the ice. Kelly
will hit me with a pass at center ice
while I am moving at full speed, so
I can hopefully get the puck into
the zone and set up the power play."

Favorites:
Movie - The Fugitive
Music Group - AC/DC
Pro Athlete - Steve Yzerman
Class at BG - MIS 360
BG Memory - getting a hat
trick his freshman year against
Michigan

Quotable^

BRIAN HOLZINGER
On why he decided to attend Bowling
Green:
"When I was looking at colleges, I
wanted to go somewhere I could play
right away. BG was a place that had a
lot of tradition in its hockey
program and it was a
good atmosphere for
\v '
athletics and academics,
which was something that
I was looking for."
On participating in the
Olympic trials:
"There are so many good
players, so it raises the level
of your game so much
because you're playing with the
best players in the country.
"It was a great honor and a great
feeling. It was like something magical
happening, just like an All-Star game."
On his academics and athletics:
"I take academics seriously. Athletically,
everyone wants to be an Ail-American. I
try to be the best I can in athletics and
the best I can in academics."
On playing in the NHL:
"With the lockout, who knows what
is going to happen, but it has always been
a dream of mine."
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